INTRODUCTION
Perhaps now, more than ever before, countries having to import such important commodities as food grains and oil realize the importance not onlly of trading internationally in order to meet immediate consumption needs but also of storing part of the traded goods for future consumption. Storage is important in a world of price uncertainty since, tlhrouighi an optimal storage policy, not only can governments and!or private traders reduice price insLtLhility, but also in times of severe commodity shortages -which may be eitlher man-madle (e.g., the formationi of oil cartels) or created by extreme di ougi ts or floodilg -counitries are not critically dependent on exporters for SLuppliCs. The danger of rclyring heavily on exporters for basic commodities such as food without having reserves on hand, at least to meet emergency situations, is that they can use export controls to limit supply availability as has been the recent case, for example, with respect to the United States exports of food grains.
Despite the fact that international trade is onie of the riskiest economic activities, only recently have attempts beeni made to incorpor ate uncertainty into formal trade models. 2 Among the recent %sorks have been Turnovsky [14] , Kemp and Liviatan [7] , Ruffin [11, 12] , Nsouli [8] , Batra [2] , and Batra and Russell [3] . With the exception of the paper by Turnovsky, the studies considered either uncertainty in prices or uncertainty in prodLuctioC.
However, in all of these studies the possibility of storage was not explicitly considered.
In this paper an international trade rniodel is constructed which incorporates both price uincertainity and storage. A major emphasis is on important world commodities such as food in that, for a given country, a governmenit planning agency makes decisions concerning (1) "target" needs of local consuLnmers for that commodity (e.g., target levels specified in lndia's five-yc:r planls); (2) imports: (3) levels of storage; (4) exports; and (5) the aimiiount of spCculative acLivity (e.g., the recent action of the Soviet Uniioni in buyillg grain from the United States * Manuscript received October 17, 1975; revised August 5, 1976 . 1 This is Giannini Foundation Paper N%. 421. We would like to acknowvledge Stephen J. Turnovsky and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments. This study was supported by a grant from the U. S. Departnment of Agriculture under Contract No. 12-17 058-1328-X. The views and suggestions expressed in this paper are the authors' alone and do not necessarily reflret those of the insuilutions with which they are affiliated. 2 Brainard and Cooper's (4] pioneering work is an exception; hlo%. ever, the authors deal only with a quadratic utility function.
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G. FEDER, R. JUST AND A. SCHMITZ at a relatively low price and reselling it to other countries at a much higher price). 3 A model witlh price uncertainty and storage included is constructed for food importers, food exporters, and countries which speculate by importing food for export sale at a later date.
THE MODEL
The economy consists of two production sectors where, like the model presented by Turnovsky [14] , a single factor of production K is used to produce both goods. 4 Production is assumed separable with respect to the two goods with production functions defined by
respectively, where Kf and Kg are the respective allocations of K among the two sectors. The total amount of K is assumed fixed with
where Ks is the amount of K required for the storage of good F. Only F (food) is stored. Consistent with a planner's objective of determining target-level food demands, it is assuimed that good F has to be coIIsuLmed at a fixed amount F while good G can be consumed at various levels. This assumption fits the case of many importers and exporters of food. For example, as already pointed out, a country such as India I-as a five-year plan which specifies target consumption levels of food. In food-exporting countries -especially those of a low-income naturetargets are often set for local residents in order to calculate the residual which is sold abroad in order to generate foreign exchange earnings. Since the consumption of F is fiNed, the conmmullnity's welfare can be represented as a function only of C where C is the volume of G consulned,
where U is the country's welfare function as perceived by the planner. 5 Because of the possibility of storing, the planner in an imiporting country, for example, can import F in period t and store it for consumption in period t+ 1. It is assumed that the need to store F arises because of extreme uncertainty with I For simplicity, food is used to denote the commodity for which target consumption is specified. However, other commodities, such as oil, could be considered as well.
t Actually, the analysis could be extended to include two factcirs. However, this would complicate the notation and the algebra WithLout essentially changing the results.
s Note that risk aversion implies U'<O, while LT"=O corresponds to risk neutrality.
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respect to future production and price of F (at time t+ 1). In such a case the price of other goods is thus relatively stable and, particularly where G is taken as the aggregate of all other goods, its price may be considered as nonrandom to simplify the analysis. However, the current price of F is assumed known at the time of decision making (at time t). For the purposes of notation, the prices of F and G are denoted by Pf and Pg, respectively, where Pf is a random variable with (5) E(Pf) = Pf and P. is nonstochastic. If the planner decides to import and store F, two types of costs are incurred: (1) the storage costs and (2) the purchasing costs of the imports. Storage costs are represented by the transfer of resources from other sectors. Thus, if F is stored, a smaller quantity of K is available for producing goods F and G. For simplicity, let the amount of resources K required for S (storing) be proportional to S, i. e.,
K, = aS
where o>O and K, represents resources used for storage. The total purchasing cost of the amount to be stored is given by P* S and, since the decision as to whether or not to store is made in period t, the price P* is known. Also, it is assumed that the country's import decisions affect neither current price nor the probability distribution of future prices (i. e., a small country assumption). 6 To complete the model, the following balance-of-paynents constraint is imposed:
which, by using (3) and (6), may be rearranged as follows:
and To arrive at the purchase cost PO S, suppose that in time t imports are purchased with credit or by floating bonds in the international market at interest rate r. This is to be repaid in period t+1 with exports. Of course, in the case with interest charges, the effective price relative for repayment in period t+1 should be Po-(I + r)(+ but this change would lead to no substantive alteration in the results of this paper.
-P. E(P)= Equation (8) implies that consumption of G is determined by domestic output of G minus purchases of F for storage and mintus the value of required F imports (the latter will be positive in the case of food exporters). Since P (or Pf) is not known at the time of decision making, consumption of G is a random variable. The planner, given uncertain future prices, has to determine both the amount of storage in period t which will then be available for period t+1 and the productionr of F and G for period t + 1, recognizing that the stocks purchased in period have to be paid for in t +t by export sales. 7 It is thus implicitly assumed that current consumption and trade decisions have already been made and carried out.
Specifically, the planner's problem is to maximize expected utility by choosing optimal levels of Kf and S (which also determine the optimal level of K 9 )
First-order conditions for maximization of 7t (assuming Kf, Kg, and S are positive at the optimal point) are (10) and (11), one ob7The length of the planning horizon could be extended but only at the cost of greatly complicaiting the model. Anyway, because of the recent increase in short-run price instability for basic food items, the assuinption of a relatively short planning horizon is realistic. Also, most international grain sales have used relatively short-ter-nm credit a rrangenients in recent years. This furtlher supports our assulnption that loans are usually repaid within the planning horizon.
8 Actually, the full Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the miiaximization problem in (9) are
then the Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply rk=O and r,=O or S-=. The fmli ier case is treated in the body of the paper; the latter is included in the Appendix. Strictly spealkinig, one should also restrict G consumption to be nonnegative (C>O). However, the possibility that C-, 0 is sonicN hat Linrealistic and may be climinated by suitably restricting the production functions and/or price distributions.
To simplify (13)- (15), let A-(P-xG'-P 0 ) and note that (10) and (11) imply that
Substituting (17) into (13)- (15) and using (16), second-order coniditions are verified since
To facilitate the derivation of results in following sections, a number of lemmas will be useful. 9 For convenience, a country with X-F(Kf)+S-F>O at the optimum is called an exporter of F; and a country with X <0 is called an importer of F. Following Arrow [1] and Pratt [9], a country is called risk averse if absolute risk aversion, Rs=-U"/U', is positive. Also, throughout the analysis, it will be assumed that R is nonincreasing in C as argued by Arrow [1] (see also Batra [2] ). LEMMA 
Assumil1g risk aversion, it follows that a-=Cov(U', P)>O for an exporter of F(X>O), that o<0 for an im11poIrter of F(X<O), and that U=O when F is not traded in the utncertain stage (X=O). Hence, oX<0for both imnporters and exporters.
PROOF. Where U(P) is used in place of U(G+XP-POS) for notational convenience, it follows that 
PROOF. Note that E(U"A)-=E[(P-ocG'-P). U"]=E[(P-P+)-U"] where
P+=acG'+P 0 . But with nonincreasing risk aversion, it follows that
where
Multiplying both sides by (P -P+) and takinig expectations thus implies (21) E[-(P -P+)U"(E).j • E[(P -aG' -PO)U'(P)]R(P+)
for X > 0.
Using (11), however, obtains E[(P-G'-PO). U'(P)]=0 and, hence, E(U"A)
>0 for X>0 by definition of P+. The case of an importer is proven similarly. Finally, note that strict equality is obtaincd in (21) only when R is constant with respect to P and, hence, strict equality occurs in (19) and (20).
LEMMA 3. With nonincreasing risk aversion, both importers and exporters satisfy E[U"A(P-P)] <0.
PROOF. Note that from (11) and the definition of a,
and, hence, the definition of A implies
Obviously, from (4), 
IMPLICATIONS OF UNCERTAINTY FOR STORAGE, TRADE, AND SOCIAL WELFARE
In this section the effects of changing uncertainty on optimal storage and trade policies are examined. Following the approach of Sandimo [131, suppose the effective future price for the stored good is definied by
Since this is formally equivalent to defining = yP + 0 where 0-Of/P 9 , changes in the degree of uncertainty can be examined by clhanging y in such a way that either E(dP*)=O or E(dP*)=0 wlhich implies dOfIdy
This fits the Rothschild-Stiglitz [10] notion of a meanpreserving spread. Clhaniges in future price expectations for the stored good can be investigated by changing 0 (or Of)
For certain problems where the choice of the nunller.iire is arbitrary, Flemming, Turnovsky, and Kemp [6] have recently shown that the choice of the numeraire can affect the results when a mleani-preserving spread indicated by (22) is used. That is, a mean-preserving spread in P implies a clhange in the mean of P-'. In our case, however, the choice of the price ratio is (letermined by the model specification. Furtlhermore, Pg need not necessarily be interpreted as a numeraire. Although it may be of interest to examine clhanges in the distribution of Pg as well as for Pf, our concern is primarily with Pf because storage is not usually importanit for goods with stable prices. If Pg is constant compared with PFr, then a mean-preserving spread in the price ratio P (where P. is the denominator) pre-serves also the mean of P,. as indicated above. Hence, the problem which this paper is addressing is one in which instability in only one price (the price of the stored good) is of interest.i& THEOREM 1. Witli non increasint risk aversion, ain increase in price uncertainty leacds to an1 incre'ase in pr-odciltion olf botli storedl andt tinostored coinni)odities tinicl a decICrca in storage for exporlers of the stored comiimodity; iniporters of' the stored commiowditi decrease production ojf botlh coimmo1i0dIities and increase storage.
PROOF: Differentiating (10) and (I1) one obtains dK 1 
dy -F'{f + XE[U"A(P-P)]} (23)
h
where H is defined by (12). Solvinlg the systeln in (23) by Cramer's rule anld cvaluating at r'= I and 0=0, one obtains (24)
dKf -X{o + XE[U"A(P -P)]}G"(1 -aF')E(U') dS --{ + XE[U"A(P -P)]}I[G'.( -oF')E(U') + F"E(U'P)]
Uising (3) auid (6), this implies (26) dig -_ dKr dS aF"E(U'P){f:+XE[U"A(P -P)]} dy dy dy
Using (2), (4), (16), and (I18) to note that G"(1 -F')E(U')/A < and observing that F"E(U'P)<0 implies by Lemmas 1 and 3 that°
Flemming, Turnovsky, and Kemp [6] have shown that for some cases the results for spreading the distribUtion of P can apply equally well for spreading the distribution of P-' if a geometric rather than arithmetic nmean-preserving spread is investigated. Hence, the effects of changing the distribution of the denominator price can be examined at ihe samc time the numerator price distribution is changed. However, such an approach is not possible in tie framework of this paper because the argument of the utility runction in (9) is not homogencous with respect to the price relative P (future prices); when storage is considered, prices in othcr time periods are also imnporitant. With sitor.gc, the eflccts of changing the distribuLiion of P, are thus more difficult to determine. One would not sarnt to investigate the effects of a mean-preserving spread in P-alone. For example this resilt would be of interest when changing only the distribution of Pa rather than Pf. But if the distribution of Pv is changed, then changes in the distribution of P 0 (recall P,-=P*/P,) also occur and, of course, those effects should be considered as well. It would be interesting, however, to know the effects of changing the distribution of Pa (which could be examined by investigating a mean-preserving spread in P'1 and PO simultaneously, Unfortunately, in this case only indeterminant results are obtained for the problem addressed hv ihis paper. AS 
4:KJ-> O,
(7 dX -{-+ XE[U"A(P -P)] }[(l -F) 2 G" E(U') + F"E(U'P)] dy
and implies dX/dy<O for exporters of F and dX/ly>0 for importers of F. To show that X-40 as y-'oo, observe from (27) and Lemma I that X=O is a stationary solution, i.e., dX/dy=0 at X=0. Then, using the results above, the existence of any other limit can be easily refuted. REMARK 1. It is interesting to note that the results of Theorem 2 with respect to the stored commodity are contrary to those obtained when storage is not possible. [mposing SO0, it may be shown that dKfl/dy < 0 for exporters of F, i.e., (F-F>O) and dKf/dy>O for importers of F, i.e.. (F-F<O) (see Appendix). However, the results without storage possibilities are consistent with the broader scope of Theorem 2; namely, as uncertainty increases, there is a tendency with both importers and exporters to revert to autarky in the uncertain stage. THEOREM 
With increasedfiutture price uncertain!, , expectedl social welfare is re(luced for all risk-averse iunporters and exporters.
PROOF, Simply note that lS/dly and dKfltly are nonstochastic and, hence,
=E[U'. (P-aG' -Po)] dIy + E[(F'P -G')U'] p)dy dy +XE [U'(P-P)] .
Usinig (10) To investigate further the effects of shifts in the distribLution of P, consider the possibility of a change in the future price expectation. PROOF, Differentiating (10) and (11), onic obtains i dKr
Solving the system in (28) aind using (1), (2), (4), (16), and Lemma 2 thus implies (2) 
E(U') + XE(U"A)] [(I -aF')G"E(U'P)] E(U') + F"> dP A
-Using (3) and (6), one obtains
where strict equality holds onl) for non trading counitries (X=0). Finally, to observe the effect of a chanige in P on imlport anid export planis, note that
Interestingly, the results of Theorem 4 relating to (29) are con-
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trary to standard trade theory which indicates that. a rise in the price of a good should lead to an increase in its production. One can also show that a rise in the expected price of a good leads to an increase in its production in the case of price uncertainty when storage is not possible, i. e., dKf/dP>O whe-n S 0 (see Appendix and Nsouli [8] ). It is true, however, that the total amount of F available for future consumption and trade is increased for both inporters and exporters. The initroduction of storage thus leads to substitution between domestic production of F and its importation for the purposes of storage. But, obviously, the possibility of storage can never lead to a loss in expected social welfare since a country can always continue with no storage.
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE CURRENT PRICE ON STORAGE AND PRODUCTION PLANS
More information on the role of storage as a substitute for domestic production can be obtained by examining the effects of an increase in current price PO. Since storage thus becomes more expensive, one would expect production to be substituted for storage at the margin. Theorem 5 indicates that such is indeed the case with exporters. The importers' case, however, may be slightly more complicated as suggested in Remark 3. (10) and (11) yields 
[E(U') + SE(U"A)][(l -zF')G"E(U') + F"E(U'P)]
Hence, similar reasoning yields dXAdP 0 <0 when X20 or when X<O and R is constant.
REMARK 3. From the proof of Theorem 5, it follows that the possibility that an importer will increase purclhases for storage when PO increases (in partici.lar. when the distributioni of futule price is held constant) cannot be ruled out, This result seems counterintuitive since there is an obvioLus incentive (as with exporters) to substitLte domestic production for storage at the margin-the latter has become more expensive. However, note that only the possibility of decreasing absolute risk aversion for importers contributes a storage-increasing term in (31) and a production-decreasing term in (30). Interestingly, this is in line with the results of the next section which indicate that higher risk aversion is associated with heavier reliance on storage; that is, as Pu increases, the importer's possible levels of coiisLinsptioni decreases; thuls, risk aversion inicreases (with decreasing absollute risk aversion), and there is inceintive to increase storage.
12
But since purchasing for storage becomes more expensive, there is a conflicting incentive to substitute domestic productioni for storage. The net result is not obvious,
O. CHANGES IN RISK PREFERENCES
The impact of changes in attituLdes toward risk on the allocation of resources and the volume of storage cannot be investigated without further specification of the Evelfare funiiction in (4) and the form in which changes in risk preferences may be represented. 13 A useftul choice for the purposes of this section is the con- 
U,.
Hence, changes in risk aversion can be examined easily using the parameter E. The following theorem is thus obtained. THEOREM PROOF. Differentiating (10) and (11) obtains
the solution of which is
And using (32) and (33) obtains
since K is fixed as in (3). Thus, (1), (2), (6), (16), and Lemma 4 imply
Finally, note that
Hence, dX/de<O for X>O and dX/d8>0 for X<O using the same results. This paper has presented some propositions describing the effects of price uncertainty in a two-good trade model where the possibility of storage is taken into account. Once storage is allowed, one has the possibility that an increase in price uncertainty affects not only output but also the storage of this output for future use. Consequently, the general conclusions of standard trade theory clo not necessarily hold. For example, the standard result is that an increase in the expected price of a certain good should increase the production of that good by both exporters and importers. With the possibility of storage, however, resources will be shifted into storage and away from production of both stored and nonstored goods.
In the case of increase in price uncertainty, both importers and exporters tend to decrease their planned involvement in uncertain trade via appropriate substitutions between storage and production. The substitution is made such that resources are diverted from the uncertain activity (namely, future trade) into activities which are not risky. In other words, exporters reduce storage (which, in their case, is for a speculative purpose) while importers increase storage (which, in their case, is preferred to dependence on the uncertain future market).
Historically, importers of basic commodities suclh as food have been reluctant to undertake large storage programs in order to have these available during periods of extreme world shortages. Our model sLuggests, for example, that, given the recent increase in future commodity price uncertainty around the world, importers should seriously consider expanded storage as a vital economic activity. (assuming U= C'1). Using (A1)-(A3) and Lemmas 1 through 4, the following theorem is immediate.
THEOREM. Assuming storage is n2ot possible, the following r esultls are obtained: (1) an inicrease inz uncertainty leads to a decrease in F production by an exporter and an increase in F produiction for an iMporter (conversely, for G production), (2) an increase in expected pricefor the unticer tainl stage leads to an increase in F production and a decrease in G prodtuction for both exporters and importers, and (3) assutming a constant elasticity utilityfuniiction, an incr ease in risk aversion leads to a decrease in F produictionfor exporters and an increase in F production for importer s (conuversely, for G produictionl).
REMARK. As in the case with storage possible, a change in uncertainty and a change in risk aversion lead to the same qualitative conclusions. Interestingly, using a completely different dynamic Ricardian model, Nsouli [8, (246) ] obtained results similar to case (1) (our other cases were not investigated).
